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1. Project Title: Landslides monitoring at selected historic sites in Slovakia

1. Main Project Fields

2. Safeguarding of historic sites endangered by landslides, monitoring, estimation of temperature as the potential co-trigger for creep movements

3. Name of Project leader

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Jan Vlcko, PhD

Affiliation: (office and position) and Contact: (postal address and email)

Comenius University in Bratislava, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Dept. of Engineering Geology,

84215 Bratislava, Slovakia: vlcko@fns.uniba.sk

Core members of the Project: Names/Affiliations: (4 individuals maximum)

Assoc.Prof. Vladimir Greif, PhD,
Assoc.Prof. Dr. Martin Bednarik, PhD

4. Objectives: Long-term temperature monitoring within the rock mass, comparison of the measured and computed heat flow within surficial part of the rock mass, improvement of the testing procedure related of the thermal expansion of different rock types, estimation the thermal expansion (volume changes) of the rocks due to daily and seasonal temperature fluctuations. Modeling of relationship between rock slope failure kinematics and the temperature influence in comparison to recorded rate of displacement.

5. Study Area: (2 lines maximum)

Eastern Slovakia – Hornadska kotlina Basin filled with flysh-like sediments, Central and Western Slovakia – Mesozoic rocks in nappe position, Pravcicka brana Arch in Czech Republic, Central Slovakia rock cut dwellings in volcanic tuffs, granitoide massif forming the subgrade of Bratislava Castle.

6. Project Duration (1 line maximum)

2010-2015

7. Report
Progress in the project: Within the project several historic sites in Slovakia are monitored. Spis Castle under Patrimony of UNESCO, following National monument as Bratislava and Devin Castle (new site since December 20145) and rock cut dwellings in Brhlovce.

- Monitoring carried out by the mechanical-optical crack gauge type TM-71 and portable mechanical crack gauge type SOMET, automatic crack gauge GEOCON and Rissfox mini – readings are every week on mechanical gauges, 4 times a day by automatic gauge and Rissfox mini with hourly readings and automatic data transfer once a week.

- Estimation (laboratory and in situ) of environmental temperature oscillation on the rate of displacement of the travertine rock.

The main goal of the Project is to illustrate some causal phenomena acting in sub-surface depth of the rock mass from the viewpoint of permanently acting temperature, or more precisely temperature oscillations. Authors perform long-time research concerning in situ temperature monitoring at three sites in the travertine rock mass forming the subgrade of the Spiš Castle as well as in tuff dwellings in Brhlovce. The research has shown that diurnal temperature changes influence mainly superficial parts of rock mass (to the depth of 1.5 m), deeper parts of rock mass are influenced by temperature change with longer time period, e.g. annual time period. Simultaneously, relation between moisture or saturation of the rock mass and temperature change with the depth within rock mass has been the topic of the study. From these relations it was found out, that the precipitation rate higher than 1.5 mm.day\(^{-1}\) increased the depth of diurnal temperature changes by 0.3 m as compared to the period without precipitation.

- Deformations dynamics of Pravcicka Brana Rock Arch (Czech Republic) in response to seasonal temperature oscillation. The aim of the study is to find out the relationship between spatial temperature distribution and rate of displacement as the response to temperature oscillations and estimate the kinematic behavior (deformations dynamics) of the rock arch using computer modeling to simulate if there exists any potential hazard to sandstone body rock arch to collapse.

- The study of the moisture distribution in rock mass influencing the potential rock collapse of rock-cut dwellings in Brhlovce. To estimate the moisture influence on rock deterioration and the potential roof collapse of rock cut dwellings we adopted the moisture sensor which consists of a small cylinder having the diameter and length of 20 mm in which a sensing element 2 mm in diameter is embedded that delivers the heat in step-wise regime and simultaneously measures temperature. During monitoring we have identified diffusion of moisture associated with cycle day/night and cycle wetting/drying caused by precipitation, no rock fall was at the monitored monument recorded.

1) Planned future activities or Statement of completion of the Project (15 lines maximum)

Since 2009 we expand our activities to measure moisture within rock mass in order to have the knowledge on the rock mass behavior under changing climatic conditions and their influence on UNESCO site Spis Castle, Pravcicka brana rock arch (CZ) and rock-cut dwellings in Brhlovce,
where stability problems occurred. Several publications over local and international journal and conferences with the acknowledgement to ICL were within this project published.

Proposed activities for 2016:

1. Modeling of thermal flow in superficial parts of the castle rocks at Devin Castle National Monument

2. The study of relation between weathering-creep deformation and thermal cycles in the rock mass

3. Moisture study and its influence on stability of rocky walls

b) Beneficiaries of Project for Science, Education and/or Society (15 lines maximum)

Selected lectures for post-graduate students at private international university ACADEMIA ISTROPOLITANA NOVA focused at the influence of geohazards on cultural heritage, seminars for MSc and PhD students at Faculty of Natural Sciences, Comenius University

c) Results: (15 line maximum, e.g. publications)

The project is aimed at the study of rock slope stability at sites which are of high societal value, the benefits we gained within research period in International Program on Landslides where published in several publications including CC journals.

The most cited papers within last five years elaborated within the IPL project:
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